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Abstract
This study addresses the dielectric performance of nonpolar hydrocarbon liquids andmineral oils
under negative polarity stress. Stopping length for non-breakdown streamers, breakdown voltages
and velocities for various pre-breakdown streamermodes have been studied for a selection ofmodel
liquids (cyclohexane andwhite oils), for a gas to liquid oil, and a refined naphthenic transformer oil.
Studies of propagationmodeswere done using an 80mmpoint to plane gap and a step voltagewith
0.5μs rise time. Light emission and pre-breakdown currents have been recorded and instantaneous
velocities have been derived from images of propagating streamers. Compared to positive polarity,
there are less differences in streamer behaviour in the oils examined under negative polarity.
Breakdown voltages and acceleration voltages are higher for negative streamers than for positive ones,
while their propagation velocities are lower.While propagationmodes for positive voltages are quite
distinct, themode changes for negative ones aremore gradual. The behaviour of both positive and
negative streamers is in linewith the hypothesis that the propagation is governed by electron
avalanches and quantum chemical properties of liquid components.

1. Introduction

Electric insulating liquids are used in various types of electric power apparatus, with transformer applications
dominating totally in terms ofmarket volume. Themost important functional property of a transformer
insulating liquid is its ability towithstand high voltage stresses over large open oil volumes. In themarket for
electric insulating liquids,mineral oils are totally dominating. Lately, new liquids like esters and gas to liquid
hydrocarbon liquids are increasingly used, also for the higher voltage ranges. It is important to learnmore about
their performance, how itmay vary andwhat governs these variations. Pre-breakdown behaviour has already
been investigated for a number ofmineral oils and a gas to liquid oil under positive voltage stress [1]. Both from a
practical and froma scientific perspective, it is of interest to investigate the similarities and differences in
behaviour depending on the polarity of the voltage stress applied.

In gases, the functional properties of an electric insulation is determined by electronic avalanche processes
that can bemodelled based on gas discharge physics [2]. Breakdown occurs as a result of an ionized, conductive
plasma channel that propagates across the insulationwith a driving so-called corona region in the tip, where
avalanches and charge separation take place. These channels are denoted streamers or leaders, depending on e.g.
plasma temperature. Standard textbooks as e.g. [3] describes how this behaviour depends on polarity effects.

Like in gases, breakdown in liquids also results from an ionized plasma channel crossing the insulation, a
phenomenon also called a streamer. The streamer channels are gaseous, or plasmafilled, and are formed by an
energetic evaporation process or phase change, taking place at the tips of the propagating channels. There are
many visual similarities in both positive and negative polarity: both form treelike structures that emit pulsed
light, however also differ in propagation stopping lengths, breakdown voltages, velocities and their dependence
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on applied voltage [4, 5]. The dependence on electrochemically active additives is strongly dependent upon
polarity [6–8].

To study the dielectric performance for design relevant dimensions, larger gaps and therefore higher voltages
are needed.Most of these studies are done using impulse or step voltages. Formineral oil insulation it has been
demonstrated that streamer propagation velocities and hence time to breakdown varywith voltage [4, 9, 10],
polarity and the chemical composition of the liquid [6–8, 11, 12]. It has also been documented that other liquids
behave differently frommineral oils [13–16].While there are quite discrete propagationmodes for positive
polarity depending on the applied voltage [17], the propagation behaviour of negative streamers ismore difficult
to categorize. For positive polarity the ratio between acceleration and breakdown voltage has been observed to
vary depending on the type of liquid, andmay depend on gap distance [13].

The propagationmechanism seems to be active at the tips where the field is high, and the phase transition
occurs. The electricfield at the streamer tipwill depend upon the voltage applied, the potential drop along the
streamer channel (from electrode to tip), and from the charge and the charge separation formed by the
ionisation in the highfield regions in front of the tips.Many observations converge to a hypothesis that the tip
processes are in fact electron avalanches [5, 18–20], maybe less controversial for negative than for positive
polarity.

The present study focuses on the behaviour of hydrocarbon liquids under negative polarity stress; frompure
cyclohexane via isoparaffinic liquids synthetized from gases andwhite oils to commercial inhibited transformer
oils. These liquids are relevant formineral oils in various stages of refining; theirmolecular sizes and their
content of polyaromatics vary. This study presents images frompropagation, themeasured currents and light
emission, togetherwith global observations like stopping lengths, average velocities, breakdown and
acceleration voltages. Occurrences of the various propagationmodes are discussed in detail.

2. Experimental setup,material and procedures

2.1. Set-up andmethodology
The test set-upwas described in detail in the previous paper on positive polarity [1]. Tests were performed in an
80 mmpoint to plane gapwith a thinwire electrode at the high voltage side placed in a 100 litres test cell. The
wirewas thin enough so as not to influence the streamer lengths and breakdown voltages. Unless otherwise
stated, the oil was circulated regularly through degassing and filtering equipment.

The applied voltagewas approximating a step voltage having 0.5μs rise time and a long fall time of 1700μs to
half-maximum. This ensures that all streamers except very long slow streamers propagate under almost constant
voltage so that the phenomena taking place are caused by the physics and not by a constantly changing applied
voltage like e.g. a standard lightning impulse (1.2μs rise time, 50μs to tail half-value). Some slow streamers
propagated for up to 400μs, and then the voltage had fallen to 84%of themaximum. Like for positive streamers,
the results under step voltage are expected to scale well to other gap distances but at a voltagewhich is expected to
scalemonotonically but not necessarily linearly with gap distance. This has been shown for some negative
streamer phenomena inmineral oil for gaps 60 mmand 150mm [4] and 50–350 mm [21].

Pictures were taken using a fast shutter time image converter camera, either as shadow-graphic imageswith a
back illumination or by using a streak cameramodulewhere a continuous image of the light emission in the gap
could be observed. Current wasmeasured at the low voltage side and a photomultiplier was used tomeasure
light emission in cases where back illuminationwas not used.

WithMarcol 52, 10 impulses were applied at each voltage level.With the other liquids, 10 impulses were
applied at each voltage level where significant changes took place (e.g. breakdown, acceleration or the occasional
appearance of a newmode), otherwise 3–5 impulses were applied (typically if the only changewas a few per cent
reduced time to breakdown).

2.2. Liquids
Experiments have been conducted in three liquids, while results fromprevious research using two other liquids
are included for comparison.

Cyclohexane [22] is included because it has become a standard liquid for research into the effect of additives,
being a simple liquidwith only one type ofmolecules, only one type of C–C -bonds and one type of C–H-bonds.
Purity was 99.5%with less than 0.01%benzene and cyclohexene.Neither gap current nor light outputwas
measured in cyclohexane.

Themedicinal gradewhite oilsMarcol 52 (previously reported in [6]) and Primol 352, both produced by
ExxonMobil, are includedmainly for comparing the effect ofmolecule size, which influencesmacroscopic
parameters like boiling point (notwell-defined for a complex oil) and viscosity. No oxidation inhibitor has been
declared by themanufacturer.
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Nytro 10XN fromNYNAS is amuch used naphtenicmineral transformer oil, with typically about 6%
aromatics and 0.3% inhibitor.

Shell Diala S4 ZX1 is a commercial transformer oilmanufactured in a gas-to-liquid process. Using this
process, chemical composition andmolecular size range of the oil can be better controlled compared to refining
amineral oil. It is included because it is both commercially available as a transformer oil and is low in aromatics.
This oil has been the subject of a comparison to a Shellmineral transformer oil [14].

Some properties of the liquids are listed in table 1.

2.3. Liquid treatment
Aplant for filtering and degassing the liquids was used. The unit could either be operated alone, containing
100 litres of oil, or connected to the test cell. Thefilteringwas donemainly to remove carbon particles.

The plant was not yet installedwhen cyclohexanewas tested. Under test, this liquid became eventually full of
soot because of the numerous breakdowns. This was at the time not considered to influence the results. A
repeated breakdown test after the end of the experiments showed no change from clean to contaminated state.

Nytro 10XN,Diala S4 ZX1 andMarcol 52were filtered and degassed after every breakdown because of the
experience from testing Primol 352 (and ExxsolD140 [7]). Primol 352was initially filtered after every 10
breakdowns, but it soon became apparent that the soot had a profound effect on the streamers. Circulation for
one hour through the test cell and filtering plant was attempted, however the high viscositymade this ineffective.
Therefore, it was necessary to empty the test cell into the filtering plant,filter the oil and refill the test cell. This
procedure tookmore than an hour. Thus, the number of shots available for breakdown streamers in Primol 352
is low, also becausemany shots initially thought to be valid proved to be doubtful at closer inspection after
completion of the labwork.

3. Results

3.1. Stopping length, breakdown and overall velocity
Stopping length is themaximumobserved length of streamers not leading to breakdown using frame image
sequences. For non-breakdown streamers, the overall velocity ismeasured from time to stopping and stopping
length as observed on images from the Imacon camera. Because there are only 7 image frames, the recorded
stopping timemay sometimes include asmuch as 20%error. For breakdown streamers, overall velocity is
calculated from time to breakdowndivided by gap length. The time to breakdown ismeasured from afixed
position early on the rising voltage edge. Because the setting of start time is always earlier and at lower voltage
than the actual streamer inception, the calculated overall velocity will be lower than the actual one. For a slow
streamer taking long time to breakdown thismay cause an error of around 1%. For a fast streamer at high voltage
with time to breakdownof about 4μs, this errormay be up to 5%.

Stopping length is shown infigure 1. Arrows indicate the 50%breakdown voltage (VBD)which is found from
plots of experimental relative breakdown rates versus voltage. VBD is the voltagewhere straight lines through the
experimental points cross the 50% line. At a given voltage, cyclohexane has by far the lowest VBD, whileNytro
10XNhas the second lowest VBD. This is also reflected in the stopping length, being longest by far in cyclohexane
and second longest inNytro 10XN. For voltages below 250 kV the stopping length difference in the other liquids
is small, being shorter than 25%of the gap length. At higher voltages the stop length difference divergesmore
with further voltage increase. This is also reflected in differences inVBD.

The overall velocity is shown infigure 2. There is an ‘acceleration voltage’, Va, as is the case for positive
streamers in all liquids in the test [1], abovewhich the velocity increasesmuch faster with voltage than below.
The reported acceleration voltage is the valuewhere this visually happens in overall velocity plots, and that is the
highest voltagewhere rapid velocity increase has not taken place. At the voltage where velocity reaches the new

Table 1.Anumber of properties of the liquids used. Frommanufacturers’ data sheets or safety data sheets except for cyclohexane:Wikipedia.

Kinem. viscosity@ 40 °C Density@ 20 °C Paraff/napht/arom. #C

Unit cSt kg/l % byweight

Cyclohexane 1.3 (@17 °C)a 0.778 0/100/0 6b

Nytro 10XN 8 (typ.) 0.877 40/54/6 [23]
Diala S4 ZX1 9.6 0.805 92/7/1 [24] 17–30 [24]
Marcol 52 7–8 0.830 67/33/0

Primol 352 65–75 0.865 66/34/0 34(average) (5%<25)

a Recalculated fromdynamic viscosity.
b Implied by chemical formula.
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plateau the relative velocity increase is comparable towhat it was below acceleration. Va is close to or even below
VBD, and the velocity just belowVa is typically 150–200 m s−1. At a given voltage, streamers are faster inNytro
10XN and cyclohexane compared to the other liquids, and especially so in cyclohexane. Streamers in Primol 352
are generally faster than streamers inMarcol 52which is chemically similar however has smallermolecules. This
was unexpected as it shows a different trend towhat was observed for positive streamers [1]. Primol 352 still has
the slowest streamers at the high velocity plateau, though.

3.2.Mode velocities andmode existence ranges
Positive streamers exist in four significantly differentmodes having different shapes and velocities, with
streamer velocity clearly increasing when shifting fromonemode to a higher one. For negative streamers, the
mode distinctions are not as clear, however, it was possible to use small differences in shape combinedwith small
gaps in velocity ranges of the apparentmodes to group the streamers into fourmodes. In this work, what can be
considered as the separate 1st and 2ndmode had almost identical shapes and thick channels, however the 2nd
modewas faster having higher velocity in the range of 300 m s−1

–2.4 km s−1. 3rd and 4thmodes were clearly
different from and faster than 1st and 2ndmodes. The shapes and channel thickness of 3rd and 4thmodeswere
similar to each other, except for the developed 4thmodemain channels whichweremore luminous. The 3rd
and 4thmode hadmuch thinner channels than 1st and 2ndmodes. Their shapes are treated inmore detail in the
next chapter.

Figure 1. Stopping length of non-breakdown streamers, with standard deviation and indication of 50%breakdown voltage (VBD)with
arrows.

Figure 2.Overall velocity, with standard deviation and indication of 50%breakdown voltage (VBD)with arrows.
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Figure 3.Mode, overall velocities, andminimumobserved voltage of 3rd and 4thmode appearances (V3 andV4); 50%breakdown
voltagemarkedwith arrows. For cyclohexane, V3 andV4 are identical. Legend in (b).
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Figure 3 shows the occurrence of the differentmodes for each of the liquids versus applied voltage. At the
lowest voltages, 1stmode dominates and has usually average velocities in the range 70–200 m s−1. Velocities as
low as 40 m s−1 were observed. 1stmode could bridge the entire gap and cause breakdown, with overall velocity
below 300 m s−1. Thismode could be faster with velocitiesmore than 500 m s−1 depending on the liquid,
usually during the firstmicroseconds after initiation. At higher voltage, initiation is taken over by a fastermode,
first only occasionally with 2ndmode inDiala S4 ZX1 and Primol 352 andwith 3rdmode at a higher voltage
denotedV3 in all oils. Typical 2ndmode velocities are 0.7–1.5 km s−1, however up to 2.4 km s−1 were observed
in Primol 352 and 4.8 km s−1 in−1 cyclohexane. Typical 3rdmode velocities are 2–20 km s−1, depending on the
voltage and liquid. A streamer starting in 2ndmodewill usually continue in 1stmode, while streamers starting in
3rdmode are followed either by 1st or 2ndmode propagation, depending on voltage. In Primol 352 2ndmode is
always short lived and quickly switches to 1stmode.

3rdmode is restrictedmainly to the ‘acceleration range’, where velocity versus voltage changes very rapidly,
however, itmay also extend into the plateau range dominated by the 4thmode. Cyclohexane is different with
2ndmode taking totally over from1stmodewhile what appears to be 3rdmode is found only in the same voltage
range as 4thmode, above the acceleration range, with 4thmode seen only in afinal jump starting from
approximatelymid-gap position even at the highest voltage investigated (380 kV).

In the higher voltage part of the acceleration range, a streamer starting in 3rdmode and continuing in 2nd
modewill often continuewith the last part of the gap crossing in 3rdmode. This was never seen for positive
streamers [1]. At a voltage denotedV4, fast 4thmode termination starts to appear.With increasing voltage, 4th
mode terminationwill eventually always occur, and at even higher voltage 4thmodewill take over almost the
entire propagation. Average 4thmode velocities are typically 20–50 km s−1 depending on voltage and liquid,
with the fastest part just beforefinal contact with the plane and being up to 100 km s−1.

3.3. Streamer shapes
The velocities indicated in this subchapter are ‘instantaneous’, calculated from the difference in streamer length
between the frame shown and its preceding one. The time atwhich image frameswere taken are indicated in the
figures. For breakdown streamers, time to breakdown is also listed.

Afirst observation is that 1st and 2ndmode streamers are thicker compared to themorefilamentary 3rd and
4thmode ones. 1stmode (figure 4) and 2ndmode streamer shapes (figure 5) are almost identical for all liquids,
with some exceptions: Primol 352 has a short and less branched 2ndmode, while cyclohexane has a less
branched 2ndmode thanNytro 10XN,Diala S4 ZX1 andMarcol 52.None of the 1stmode streamers have the
classical lobed bubble shapewhich literature [25, 26] indicates as typical for the 1stmode.

3rdmode streamers look fairly similar in all liquids, however the faster ones in cyclohexane are bushierwith
longer side branches than the ones in the other liquids (figure 6). 4thmode streamers (figure 7) are also similar in
the three liquids (Nytro 10XN,Marcol 52 and Primol 352)where satisfactory images were obtained andwere not
substantially different from the 3rdmode. Notice that theDiala S4 ZX1 image infigure 7 shows a 3rdmode
streamerwhich has just switched to 4thmode in the formof a single luminous channel leaving the 3rdmode
structure. A careful inspection shows that the channel is luminous all theway back to the point electrode but is
partially hidden by the other channels.

At high voltage where there is no 2ndmode, 3rdmode streamersmay propagate acrossmost of the gap
before switching to 4thmode, similar towhat is seen forDiala S4 ZX1 infigure 7. Positive 3rdmode streamers
rarely grewmuch longer than themid-gap point level before switching [1].

Figure 4.Negative 1stmode streamers.
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3.4. Small current pulses, reilluminations and localizedflashes
As for positive streamers, pulsed phenomena in the formof light and current can be seen. Reilluminationswere
observed, i.e. brief lightflashes accompanied by current pulses, where the duration of the current pulse is
typically 10–15 ns and the amplitude ranges from approximately 0.1 A up to several amperes. Small pulses were
also present in great numbers, inmost casesmatching in light and current, with current amplitudes ranging
fromabout 10 mAand up to 0.1 A, as shown for 1stmode streamers infigure 8. The lightflash of a
reillumination is inmost cases emitted from the entire length of a channel, as seen for 2ndmode streamers in
Nytro 10XN in the streak image offigure 9(a) and for 1stmode inMarcol 52 infigure 10(c). Several channels
may reilluminate, but their reilluminations are usually separated in timewith this separation being sometimes
down to 10 ns. The camera has too low sensitivity to detect the small pulses, therefore it was impossible to
pinpoint their location. It is plausible they are weak reilluminations since the light and current amplitude ranges
seem to grow seamlessly into the ranges of ‘proper’ reilluminations that can be observedwith the camera.

No significant differences were found in the frequency and amplitude of small current pulses and
reilluminations between the oils. The behavior could be rather erratic even for one oil: Infigure 9(a)Nytro 10XN
shows numerous reilluminations in 2ndmode, while infigure 10(a)none are seen during 2ndmode and only a
few during 3rdmode. Generally, therewere small pulses and/or reilluminations in 1st, 2nd and 3rdmodes, with
higher voltages favouringmore reilluminations and fewer small pulses.

For negative streamers localizedflashes couldbeobserved,whichwasnot observed for positive polarity. The
streak image offigure 9(a) shows spots being particularly bright during reilluminations, and infigures 9(b) and10(c)

Figure 5.Negative 2ndmode streamers. P stands for Primol 352.

Figure 6.Negative 3rdmode streamers.

Figure 7.Negative 4thmode streamers. ForDiala S4 ZX1, a luminous 4thmode channel is leaving a large 3rdmode streamer.No
imagewas taken of the 4thmode in cyclohexane.
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Figure 8. Small pulses during negative streamer propagation. In d) (Nytro 10XN), they are observed to grow gradually into proper
reilluminations. 1stmode.

Figure 9. Small current pulses, reilluminations and localizedflashes during negative 2ndmode propagation.
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there are spots that aremuchbrighter than theweak reilluminations that couldhave appeared simultaneously.
These bright spots predominantly appear in already existing branching junctions as shown infigure 11.

At voltages above 250–300 kVoften a rather luminous pulse is observed at the beginning inDiala S4 ZX1 and
Primol 352, usually lasting less than 1–2μs (figure 9(b)), however in some cases a little longer (figure 10(b)). This
is not a reillumination. It could happenwhen the streamer started in 3rdmode. In the streak image offigure 9(b)
the fast, luminous start can be observed.

3.5. Background current
The oscilloscope current traces showing the reilluminationsmay give the impression that no current is present
except during reilluminations. Nonetheless, a small background current can be registered if the sensitivity is set
high enough. The current generally decreases with time for non-breakdown streamers. This decrease is not
observed for breakdown streamers, and currentmay often increase abruptly just before breakdown. The
capacitive current pulse during the impulse front overloads the oscilloscope at the high sensitivity settingmaking
detection of the smaller currents impossible. Therefore, comparativemeasurements of the current were done at
6μs, at which time the oscilloscope had recovered.Measurements were conducted only forNytro 10XN and
Diala S4 ZX1 and are shown infigure 12. The currentmagnitude ismuch lower inDiala S4 ZX1 than inNytro
10XN, reflecting the overall lower velocity of streamers inDiala S4 ZX1 than inNytro 10XN (figure 2).

Figure 10. Start in 3rdmode, further propagation in 1st or 2ndmode. Themajority of the reilluminations in (c) are in 1stmode. The
initial 3rdmode growth before the 1stmode continuation is not visible in the streak image due to initial overexposure.

Figure 11. Frame images of localized flashes in channel junctions of negative streamers. TheNytro 10XN images are frames 5 and 7 as
marked infigure 9(a).
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For non-breakdown streamers inNytro 10XN, the duration of light and the duration of the background
current at negative polarity wasmeasured (figure 13).While light emission lasts approximately for the entire
duration of streamer propagation,measurable background current disappears very early on. This differs from
positive streamers where therewas background current during the entire propagation and light lasted a little
longer.

3.6.Decay of non-breakdown streamer channels.
All non-breakdown streamers appeared to experience channel collapse at random locations near the end of their
life (figure 14), but nonetheless they continued propagating (83–113μs). The apparent channel collapse proved
to be not complete. The thick negative channel collapsed to a thin channel resembling positive streamer
channels. Eventually the streamer stopped growing and gradually disappeared. Non-breakdown streamers were
mainly of 1stmode. Streamers propagating for any significant length in highermodes did usually lead to
breakdown and did not show this kind of collapse.

Even 1stmode breakdown streamers could show this apparent collapse, as shown infigure 15. In a) some
collapse can be seen already at 103μs. At 183μs the leftmain channel which has previously apparently collapsed
has becomemuchmore visible. It has been ‘rejuvenated’ by a reillumination at 148μs, i.e. 5μs after the third
frame shown. Such late-stage reilluminations in long 1stmode streamers are rare, and in b)no ‘rejuvenation’ by
reillumination has taken place. Nonetheless the streamer has propagated formore than 160μs after showing
early signs of collapse at 94μs, and it continued up to breakdown.

Figure 12.Background current at 6μs, negative streamers. The 50%breakdown voltages aremarkedwith arrows.

Figure 13.Time tomaximum length, end of light and end ofmeasurable background current for negative non-breakdown streamers
inNytro 10XN.
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3.7. Effect of soot clouds
Workingwith Primol 352with high viscosity and hoping to clean the oil after every 10 breakdowns, it was
discovered that breakdown streamers, typically 3rdmode, would follow the non-dispersed soot clouds left in the
stagnant oil in the gap by a previous breakdown. Therefore, it became obvious that filteringwas necessary after
each breakdown.However, because of the oil’s high viscosity, filteringwas inefficient, and even the thin soot
streaks remaining after one hour offilteringwere enough to deflect the streamer (figure 16(a)). Initially it was
believed that this occurred because the soot particles would not disperse in the high viscosity liquid, however, in
experiments that followed, the same problem appeared in the rather low-viscosity Nytro 10XN (figure 16(b)).

Because soot cloudswould usually cause the streamer to follow a very long and tortuous path, time to
breakdown in these experiments were longer with thanwithout soot clouds.

This is in stark contrast to positive streamers, which showed no sign of following soot clouds [1], although as
mentioned in chapter 2.3, it has been shown that carbon particles in the oilmay shift onset, breakdown and
acceleration voltage even for positive streamers [7, 8].

Figure 14.Collapsing non-breakdownnegative streamer continues growing. Nytro 10XN, 190 kV.Only 30 mmof the 80 mm long
gap is shown.

Figure 15.Apparent collapse of breakdown streamers’ channels. Time to breakdown (a) 274μs and (b) 282μs.

Figure 16.Negative breakdown streamers following soot clouds.
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4.Discussion and comparisonwith positive streamers

4.1. Cyclohexane as amodel oil
Like for positive streamers, cyclohexane is an outlier in the study. It has by far the lowest negative breakdown and
acceleration voltages of all the liquids tested, probably because its low boiling point of 80.7 °Cmakes forming
andmaintaining channels easy. It is used in studies because having only two types of atom-atombondsmakes it
convenient to compare the effect of additives with specific properties. Neither electronegative nor low ionization
potential additives improve its negative breakdown and acceleration voltages [22]. It is by nomeans a typical
model for oils, although varying additives in it can indicatewhatmolecular properties cause the streamer
properties of various oils.

4.2. Streamer shape
While for positive streamers the shape of the differentmodes variedwith the oil [1], there is hardly any oil-
dependence formodes’ shape for negative streamers.What has been observed for the negative ones is that when
switching from2nd to 3rdmode streamers the channels becamemore filamentary and thinner. Thismay, at
least partly, be explained from effects of internal pressure in the streamer channel relative to propagation
velocity: slow growthwill allowmore time for lateral expansion. The speed increased a factor 5–10with this
mode shift.

4.3. Streamer velocity, breakdown and acceleration
Table 2 shows the voltages for the appearance of streamermodes, breakdown and acceleration and relations
between them. Table 3 shows typical velocities of the observedmodes. Figure 3 (which showsmaximummode
velocities) shows that for a given liquid, the velocity of a givenmode can have a large variation, andwhat has been
selected as ‘typical’ in table 3 is roughly the average velocity of thatmode at a voltage in themiddle of thatmode’s
existence range. The same approachwas used for the positivemode velocities. Italics is used in table 3when the
‘typical’ velocity is less representative.

For negative polarity the streamer velocity at low voltages dominated by 1stmode is quite similar in all
liquids. The faster 2nd and 3rdmodes have up to a factor of 5 variation in ‘typical’ velocities although the velocity

Table 2.Breakdown voltage and onset voltages for propagation of various streamermodes, in kV.

Cyclohexane

NYTRO

10XN Diala S4 ZX1 Marcol 52 Primol 352

Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg

V2 51 166 43 190 56 203 31 330 48 214

V3 95 211 171 259 205 308 170 330 102 319

VBD 118 180 153 285 139 330 162 389 169 323

VBD-/VBD+ 1.5 1.9 2.4 2.4 1.9

VA 122 140 291 331 205 308 210 380 236 320

VA-/VA+ 1.1 1.1 1.5 1.8 1.4

VA/VBD 1.0 0.8 1.9 1.2 1.5 0.9 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.0

VA/V3 1.3 0.7 1.7 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.2 2.3 1.0

V3/V2 1.9 1.3 4.0 1.4 3.7 1.5 5.5 1.0 2.1 1.5

Table 3.Typical velocities for various propagationmodes, in km/s.

Cyclohexane

NYTRO

10XN Diala S4 ZX1 Marcol 52 Primol 352

Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg

Velocity1 0.1 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.12

Velocity2 1.3 2.6 2 1 2.1 0.6 1.7 0.9 1.3 0.9

Velocity3 25 12 11 6 15 7 13 4 9 9

Velocity4 178 28 225 43 185 45 235 51 80 30

Velocity4/Velocity2 137 11 113 43 88 75 138 57 62 33

Velocity4+/Velocity4- 6.4 5.2 4.1 4.6 2.7

Velocity3+/Velocity3- 2.1 1.8 2.1 3.3 1.0

Velocity2+/Velocity2- 0.5 2.0 3.5 1.9 1.4
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ranges in the different oils are large causing a considerable overlap between the oils, particularly for 3rdmode
(figure 3). Acceleration occurs at a voltage very close to breakdown in all the liquids. 4thmode velocity is low in
the large-molecular Primol 352.

Except for the outlier cyclohexane, Nytro 10XN exhibits the longest stopping length and the lowest
breakdown and acceleration voltages. This is because of electronegative constituents present [6, 7, 22]. The
polyaromatics ofNytro 10XNhave an electronegative effect as well as low ionization potential [26]. However, an
electronegative additive inMarcol 52 [6] and Exxsol D140 [7] did also cause 1stmode to disappear and be
replaced by the almost ten times faster 2ndmode, however the 1stmode is verymuch present inNytro 10XN
and it is not noticeably faster than in the other oils examined. The low ionization potential of the polyaromatics
is not expected to have any significant effect on the negative streamers, since a low ionization potential additive
had little to no effect on negative streamers inMarcol 52 [6] and Exxsol D140 [7].

The breakdown voltage of negative streamers is twice that of positive streamers [1], and stopping lengths at a
given voltage are shorter. This is similar towhatwas earlier found forNytro 10X [4], however is contrary to
another study on amineral oil (Voltesso 35)which found roughly the same breakdown voltage in both polarities
[21]. The order of the negative breakdown voltages for different liquids, except cyclohexane, is also distorted
compared to positive streamers. In particular, Nytro 10XNhad one of the highest VBDs for positive streamers
however has the second lowest one for negative ones, only surpassed by cyclohexane, whileDiala S4 ZX1
exhibited the opposite tendency.

For positive streamers, the largemolecules of Primol 352 appeared to slow down the streamers considerably,
and theyweremuch slower and shorter than in the chemically similarMarcol 52 consisting of smallermolecules
[1]. It was assumed that this was because the processes in the head could not supply enough energy per time unit
to evaporate the large-molecular oil in the channel formation process. No such effect was observed for negative
streamers which are faster in Primol 352 than inMarcol 52 except for the 4thmode.

In general, the overall velocity of positive streamers and the velocities of the observed individualmodeswere
higher than the corresponding velocities of negative streamers. The velocities typically increased by a factor of 2
fromnegative to positive for the 2nd and 3rdmode and by a factor of up to 5 for the 4thmode. In Primol 352
these differences weremuch reduced or non-existent. Therewas considerable overlap of the 3rdmode velocity
ranges between the two polarities. Like for VBD, VA for the different liquidswas also different for the positive and
negative case. VAwas almost the same in both polarities forNytro 10XN and cyclohexane, while for the others it
was 50%–90%higher for negative than for positive streamers. In addition, velocity at voltages just below
acceleration is typically 150–250 m s−1 for negative streamers but 1.5–2.5 km s−1 for the positive ones.

4.4. Reilluminations
As for reilluminations in positive streamer channels, there is a large current running for a short time. The head of
the streamer leaves behind a substantial amount of positive chargewhich the channel has not been sufficiently
conductive to neutralize (by electrons from the point electrode). 1st and 2ndmode streamer channels are often
not very conductive, which has been documented for 2ndmode positive streamers [27]. Eventually the charge
build-up causes thefield along the channel to become large enough for a breakdown along the channel to occur,
with conductivity increasing considerably to neutralize the built-up charge in amere 10–15 nswith electrons
from the point electrode. It is unlikely that the current can be caused bymoving the comparatively heavy positive
ions to the negative point electrode in such a short time. The enhanced conductivity persists after a
reillumination, again documented for positive 2ndmode streamers reaching the plane electrode [27]: at 50%
breakdown voltage, theywill cause a breakdown, but only if there has been a reillumination shortly before it
reaches the plane.

Positive charge built up in the channel near the streamer head increases the average field between that charge
and the point electrode and therefore the field in front of the head decreases. This decrease does not become
large enough to halt the propagation of the head though.

On average, negative reilluminations of a particularmode have smaller current amplitudes than the
corresponding positive reilluminations in Part 1 [1].

The small pulses, probablyweak reilluminations, with current amplitudes ranging from a fewmilliamps to
100–200 mAand increasing with increasing voltagewere not seen in positive streamers [1] except for occasional
single pulses in some oils. Such pulses have the same duration as ‘proper’ reilluminations. These small current
pulses correspond toweak light pulses. Because there is a current when these pulses occur, theymust represent
charge redistribution in the gap like for ‘proper’ reilluminations. Lacking photographic evidence, it is not known
if this happens along entire channels or just in parts of them. The small charge build-upwhich happens here too,
must be able to induce some kind of breakdown along the channel, and thus be neutralizedwith a small current
pulse.
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As liquid breakdown has borrowed the term ‘streamer’ fromgas discharge physics, the term ‘leader’was also
used for high speed and luminous channel phenomena [9]. The frequent reilluminations seen particularly in
refinedmineral transformer oils containing some aromatics are reminiscent of the lightflashes in ‘stepped
leaders’ in long air gaps, where the elongation of the channel happens in a sudden lightflash.However, the
analogy is far fromperfect. Inmost of the liquids used in this study, reilluminations are rare in positive 2ndmode
and inmuch of the propagation of negative 1st or 2ndmode. Even inNytro 10XN, reilluminations in the shorter
positive non-breakdown streamerswell belowbreakdown voltage are too infrequent (or even nonexistent) to be
themain channel elongationmechanism.Only in 3rdmode, in both polarities, do reilluminations seem to be
ubiquitous in all the oils and the propagationmay be compared to that of ‘stepped leaders’.

4.5. Background current
The background current can be viewed in two different ways: the ‘electrotechnical’ capacitance viewwhere the
streamer front is considered to be a capacitance surfacemoving towards the plane electrode, which constitutes
the opposite capacitance surface [28, 29], or themore physical view that the current comes from ionization
events at the head of the streamer.

The background current ismuch higher inNytro 10XN than inDiala S4 ZX1. There is little difference in the
shape of the streamers in the two oils, therefore trying to explain the current difference based on differences in
capacitance between the plane electrode and the conductive streamer structure is not possible. Streamers are
much faster inNytro 10XN than inDiala S4 ZX1 and in the capacitance view, thismeans that the capacitance
increasesmore rapidly inNytro 10XN since the streamer structure approaches the plane electrode faster than in
Diala S4 ZX1. In the ionization view itmeans that the ionization is larger inNytro 10XN, permitting the
streamers to grow faster, andwithmore charges necessarilymoving per time unit, whichmeans higher current.

Compared to positive streamers [1], negative streamers havemuch smaller background current at a given
voltage. In the capacitance view, this can be explained by the velocity difference between negative and positive
streamers. In addition, the difference in shapemay also contribute. In bothNytro 10XN andDiala S4 ZX1,
positive streamers will grow afine branched almost hemispherical structure towards the plane electrode, and
more so inNytro 10XN than inDiala S4 ZX1. This structure has a larger apparent surface toward the plane than
any negative streamer has and can either be viewed as being a larger capacitance surfacemoving toward the
plane, or as amuch larger number of streamer tips feeding current into the streamer structure by ionization.

4.6.Decay of non-breakdown streamers
Negative non-breakdown streamers will eventually decay, but the virtual collapse of the channel atmore or less
random locations along the 1stmode streamers is not a true decay but some sort of channel collapse to a very
much thinner channel,more resembling a positive 2ndmode channel than the thick negative channels. This
channel is sufficiently conductive for the streamer to continue propagation towards the plane for some duration.
At sufficiently high voltage propagation can continue for several hundredmicroseconds, long enough for the
streamer to reach the plane and initiate breakdown.Unless the voltage is sufficiently high, the streamerwill
eventually die and disappear.

This apparent partial collapse was not seen for positive streamers [1], whichwere never of 1stmode because
of the large diameter of the point electrode. Stopping streamers were always 2ndmode and theirfinal collapse
appeared to be initiated at the streamer tip andmoving backwards towards the point.

Neither of these streamer decays seem tofit verywell with theRayleigh bubble collapse typically used to
describe the collapse of 1stmode streamers in the literature, in short gap experiments of typically 5 mmgap
length [30]. Neither the negative nor positive propagating channels seen in this study or in [1] look verymuch
like the dented bubbles of those small scale experiments, though, except the negative 1stmode streamers in the
early stages when they are up to 1 mm long.

4.7. General discussion
Even ifmany observations on streamer breakdown in liquids exist and physicalmodels are proposed the driving
mechanism for streamer propagation is not yet fully understood. For positive 1stmode streamers satisfactory
models explaining initiation from conductive and electrohydrodynamic processes exist [31]. The results
presented here and in the previous paper [1] are discussed based on the hypothesis that for the higher order
propagationmodes both for positive and for negative polarity themechanismbehind the propagation are
electron avalanches in a ‘corona’ region in front of and forming the streamer tips. Some of the electron collisions
in this region cause electronmultiplication and other collisions excitemolecules and thus supply sufficient
energy to evaporate the liquid and create a plasmafilled streamer channel. Simulations of positive streamers
based on thismechanism give realistic results [32, 33]. Light from relaxation of some of the excitations can be a
source for creating free seeding electrons by photoionization, generating a feed-forwardmechanism [5, 17]. This
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kind of feed-forwardmechanism is necessary for propagating positive streamers but is not required for negative
streamers since there is ample electron supply from the electrode via the channel. There are several observations
that support this hypothesis:

• For negative streamers it is shown that electron avalanches initiate 1stmode bubbles in pentane and
Cyclohexane [20].

• It is documented that additives with specific electronic properties influence streamer propagation [6, 12, 26].

• Time delay of positive streamer initiation after voltage application is in linewith expectations in the case of
scarce seeding electrons [4, 34].

• Very high 4thmode speeds>100 km s−1 substantiate the presence of very fast processes as e.g. feed-forward
photoionization.

• There is light emanating from streamer tips, and chemometric analysis indicates correlation between 1st
excitation level and positive 4thmode speed [35].

• The fact that streamer propagation speed is not influenced by high pressure indicates that processes take place
in the liquid phase [6, 36].

Regarding the importance of electron avalanches, there is the often used argument that since liquids are
much denser than gases, the avalanche processes with electronmultiplication in gases cannot be supported in a
dense hydrocarbon due to themean free path of electron travel being too short to cause new ionizations [37].

To be effective as a heating source for evaporating and converting liquid to a plasma channel the active
regionmust have a field strength abovewhich electronmultiplication occurs. This regionmust have a size within
which avalanches can grow to a sufficient size to deposit energy for liquid evaporation to occur. For positive
streamers, avalanches starting in the liquidmust therefore be initiated aminimumdistance away from the
streamer head. The longer this area withinwhich avalanchesmay occur are, the faster the streamerwill be. To get
an efficient propagation one needs abundant electrons, highfield strength on a large volume, and a process to
allow the energy of electrons to be transferred to heat.

Themain differences between positive and negative streamers are that the positive ones are faster, have a
longer stopping length at a given voltage, are composed of thinner channels and that themode shifts aremore
well-defined than for the negative ones. It has been proposed that electron avalanches directed away from the
channel tipwill bemore diffusive than avalanches directed towards the tip as indicated infigure 17 [5].
Avalanches fromnegative streamers ought to start roughly at the outer end of the channel andmultiply
outwards, so that themajority of collisions take place some distance from the channel. Avalanches in positive
streamersmust start some distance away from the channel end andmultiply towards the channel, having the
majority of collisions taking place close to the channel. In negative streamers, heatingwill subsequently take
place over a larger volume, resulting in negative streamer channels being orders ofmagnitude thicker than the
positive ones. Produced heat per volumewill be smaller and results in a lower velocity.

Forpositive streamers the seeding electronshave to come from the liquid. It is likely that at thehighfields
occurring at the tip of the electrodeor in afilament the conductivitywill be higher than in lowfield conditions
[38, 39], leading to the formationof space charges and a space charge limitation regime in the vicinity of the tip.This

Figure 17.Avalanches in front of a negative and positive streamer. In front of the streamer head, there is a regionwhere thefield is high
enough for collisional ionization by electrons. Its boundary is schematicallymarkedwith a dashed line.
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results in a reducedfieldhowever thefieldwill stay constant over a longer distancedepending on the time it took to
establish the space charge.A rough estimate couldbe given from the relaxation time constant calculated fromthe
permittivity and thehighfield conductivity of the liquid. Typically, thehighfield conductivity increases exponentially
with electricfield, thus a relativelymodest change in the electricfieldmaygive a large change in the conductivity (and
thus the time constant of themedium) [40]. Therefore, reducing the rise timeby a factor of tenor even ahundred
(representative of the transition from2nd to3rd/4thmode)wouldnot result in a very large increase in the space
charge limitedfield. Electricfield simulationswith voltage rise timesof 1 ns, 0.1 ns and0.01 ns shows that the electric
fieldwouldbe limited to around4.5MV/cm for 2ndmodeand6.5MV cm−1 for 4thmode (seefigure 18). The
conductivitywouldhave to increase by a factor of 100 to allow for this limitationof thefield at the fastermodes.While
thehighfield conductivity for the 2ndmode streamers are in the rangemeasured experimentally [38, 39], the higher
conductivities at thehighermodes cannot be verifiedbasedonexisting experimental results.At these voltages the
electronswill probablynot havemobility high enough in the liquidphase to cause an efficient charge separationon
the time scale required (an electron terminal velocity inhydrocarbonsof approximately 41 km s−1 is suggested in
[41]), or theremaynot be a sufficient amountofweakly bound electrons in the liquid towarrant the large increase in
conductivity required to limit thefield at these high speeds. In either case, the conductivitywouldno longerbe able to
limit thefield in thehighfield region effectively, and the resultingfieldwould lie somewhere between theLaplacian
field and the calculated space charge limitedfield.Thus, fast phenomenamaydrastically alter thefielddistribution in
thehighfield region, increasing themaximumfield in this regionby several orders ofmagnitude.

The source of seed electrons for initiating positive steamers could be provided by detachment of negative
ions,field ionization of the base liquid or additives or photoionization from the light formed from relaxation of
excitedmolecules. Ionization from light emission because of quantum chemical processes in the streamer region
will act as a feed forwardmechanism. Ionization can start new avalanches as long as the backgroundfield is
above the critical level that is similar for positive and negative streamers.

It is documented that at highfield stress the ionization potential of amolecule is reduced (figure 18(b)),
therefore with increasing field, electron energy removal by excitation, relaxation and formation ofmetastables

Figure 18. a:Approximate electricfield for 2nd to 4thmode streamerswith space charge limitation calculatedbased on thefield dependent
conductivity of cyclohexane compared to the casewhere the conductivity of themediumdoes not limit thefield (i.e. the Laplacianfield)
andb: Ionizationpotential of 1st excited state and the ground state versusfield in cyclohexane; data extracted fromfigure 3 in [42]. The
field dependenceof the ionizationpotential and several of the excitation energies of cyclohexanehave alsobeen calculated in [43].
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are greatly diminished [42–44]. Thefield strength shown infigure 18(b) is the localfield around themolecule
that is higher than themacroscopic field offigure 18(a) by a factor of 2–10 depending on the type ofmolecules in
the liquid [45]. This indicates that while themacroscopic fieldmight not be high enough to significantly
influence the ionization level or cause removal of excited states, the localfieldmay verywell be.

For avalanches to be able to heat and evaporate the liquid, themore concentrated the process that takes place
are, themore efficient the process will be. A high electron affinity will support inelastic collisions. A high light
absorption for energetic radiationmay also help to concentrate ionization and start avalanches. A further factor
will be the amount of energy needed to evaporate the liquid.

These are all processes that can take place in the regionwith space charge limited field present. However, if
the space charge formation becomes unable to support the constant field region, therewill be a significant
increase infield strength, and other processes like direct field ionization can start to dominate. This could
explain themode shifts.

All tested liquids acted in away as described above. Chemical differences andmolecule size resulted in
differences in acceleration voltages. It looks as if compounds as e.g. aromatics can explain the differences. Nytro
10XN, havingmore aromatics, has a high positive acceleration voltage compared toDiala S4 ZX1 andMarcol 52,
andwith the electronegative properties of aromatics it shows a lower acceleration voltage for negative voltage.
However, it is impossible to drawmore conclusions untilmore detailed characterization of the chemical
composition is conducted.

Typical velocities formost of the 4thmode propagation in negative streamers is in the range 20–50 km s−1,
however themaximumnegative 4thmode velocity is usually 50–80 km s−1, andmay occasionally even exceed
100 km s−1 in some liquids, occurringwhen the streamer approaches the plane electrode. This is close to twice as
fast as the approximate electron limiting velocity of 41 km s−1 suggested in [41] , however it ismuch slower than
themaximumpositive 4thmode velocity. If this value is considered as a very rough approximation, thismay
indicate that the negative 4thmode does not rely on any feed forwardmechanisms like e.g. photoionization, and
its velocity is therefore limited by the limiting electron velocity. This is different from the positive 4thmode case,
where some kind of rapid feed forwardmechanism is necessary for avalanche formation.

5. Conclusions

Velocities of streamers for negative polarity varies little between the tested oils, compared towhatwas seen for
positive polarity. The propagationmodes are less well-defined than for positive streamers and are generally
thicker and slower. Branching is also different from the positive ones.

The observed differences between the variousmineral oils in breakdown voltage, acceleration voltage and
2ndmode velocity for both positive and negative polarity can to some extent be explained by differences in
concentration of aromaticmolecules. Large oilmolecules also have an effect, resulting in low 4thmode velocity
for negative streamers while for positive streamers all observedmodes (2nd–4th)were slower.Negative streamer
shapes varied little between the tested oils, while therewas considerable variation in positive streamer shape.

The behavior of highermode positive and negative streamers is in linewithwhat can be expected from a
breakdownmechanism governed by electron avalanches and quantum chemical effects.
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